INTERIM MEMORANDUM
from CyBio AG for the 1st quarter 2007
1. Essential events and business dealings
The first quarter follows the pattern of previous years. However, unlike last year, 2007 is documented as having a
relatively modest increase in sales.
The CyBio concern can offer a further rise in sales for the consumables in comparison to last year and also to the
plan.

2. Finance and profit situation
The finance and profit situation lie within the area of the planning parameters of the CyBio concern.
In Spring 2007, CyBio AG could successfully place their own shares with new institutional investors – the FPM Fund
SICAV.

3. Cooperation partners
CyBio and Promega Corporation Madison WI, USA, leading providers of innovative solutions for the Life Science
Industry, signed a long-term agreement for the joint development and marketing of applications of CyBio’s Liquid
Handling platforms.
This cooperation connects the instrument provider CyBio with a partner, which develops and distributes highly
specific reagents, kits and assays for gene, protein and cell analyses worldwide. The cooperation’s aim is to jointly
develop validated application logs and to market high throughput screening in drug development and in the area of
Life Science research.
Promega’s excellent reputation and degree of recognition will enable CyBio to delve deeper into the existing
addressed markets, to open up new customer segments and to achieve a significant increase in the market share.
®
Promega profits from CyBio’s image with the popular CyBi -Well Pipettor achieving ‘gold standard’ at an early stage
with reference to precision, reliability and easy handling.

4. Launch of the new CyBio website and new products
Since the beginning of May this year, CyBio AG presents themselves on their website with a new concept and a
simplified structure.
®
The new simultaneous pipettor CyBi -Well vario was introduced to the market with success at the beginning of the
year 2007 at the SBS in the United States. The exchange of pipetting heads, optionally from the front side or
backside of the system, simplifies the service considerably and allows a simple integration in any screening
surrounding. The huge area of the operating volume allows the transferral of liquids from 25nL up to 250nL on just
one platform. This offers the possibility of working with highest precision even in low volume ranges. The system is
®
controlled by the new innovative software platform CyBio Composer, which offers the user all the advantages of
the custom-designed ‘Click & Run’ solutions using “Application Studios”.

5. Outlook
Despite further consolidation trends, CyBio AG estimates the market development for the year 2007 as positive - on
the basis of existing sales and result prognoses.
The foundation of an affiliated company in Japan in April 2007, with already established personnel, gives CyBio AG
an excellent opportunity to open up the Japanese market as the second biggest pharmacy-market, remaining
focussed (and sustained) in the second half of the year.
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